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Part 37 - Methods for
joining veneered
foam wings

Figure 14.108

a greater distance from the centre line generating more leverage than
those acting closer in. Theoretically, the wing panels should be precise ITllr·
ror-images of each other, but small variations can creep in curing consrrvc
tion, as none of us is perfect, It is also possible that tiley lTlay haVE'.'1aroeo.
and maybe differently, if they have been stored in less than ideal condic:cns
Correcting warps and other dissimilarities in foam wings can be a di!ficuf':.
process, but if the differences are not too great, it is usually posslbie co
make compensatory edjustments as the panels are joined, If severe warps
have developed, it may not be possible to proceed until extensive remedial
action has been taken, possibly extending to re-making the offending
panel(s).

Check for wing twist
When satisfied that the dihedral is correct. the wings must be checked to
ensure that each panel is at the correct angle across its span. whether' or
not washout is incorporated. If, in flight. the wings are at different angles of
attack, one will generate more lift than the other, producing a tendency for
the model to roll; the faster it fiies, the greater the rolling force wili be - ob'.'i'
ously this is undesirable, A difference between the angles of attack at [ne
tips will have.a more adverse effect than at the root, due to forces actin,;) BI

If other side remains visible there is a problem

joined inverted on the bench with no blocks needed, other than chose iD se;:
the chord line level.

Before proceeding, it is important tD check that with the panels blockeo
up to the required dihedral the root faces are in close contact. Fix the pan
els together with a strip of masking tape across the joint underneath at rile
deepest point on the chord and sit them on the blocks. If the centre is held
off the bench [Fig. 14.107. DI,or there is a gap along the top of the join;;
[Fig. 14.107, El, the root faces must be reworked to get the proper
angle, When correct, the joint should be closed along its full length. On
most models a small variation in dihedral is unlikely to have any majOr effect
on the model's performance, so if a small movement of the blocks COfT'eSS

any gap in the centre joint this may be an acceptable alternative to r9WT;,
ing the root faces, and the following points may help you to make me nghI
decision. In general, on a rudder-elevator model, a reduction in dihedral wili
reduce lateral stability and turning response, whereas an increese will have
the opposite effects, However, too much dihedral will cause Dutch rolling.
where the model rocks constantly from side to side, and is therefore to be
avoided. On an aileron model, an increase in dihedral will also improve later,
al stability when upright, but may reduce roll response and make invertBc
flight less stable.

Raise sight line until one underside disappears
- both should
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Figure 14.107 Blocking up for Dihedral

(1) Dihedral usually specified in one of two w/
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Block of 2/3 d1 at 2/3 span,
or 1/2 d1 at 1/2 span, etc.

need to be at the tips, so if you can't find anything exactly the right size,
smaller ones can be slid under the panels to positions that reise the tips to
the correct height with the roots on the bench (Fig. 14.107, BI. When
the skins are balsa. some softer packing between the blocks and the wings
will help to protect them from damage from the edges of the blocks,

To block up the wing correctly, the chord line should be hOI'izontal, and it
will help to achieve this by packing near the leading and trailing edges at the
root [Fig. 14.107, Cl. Of course, if the wing has washout the angle of the
chord line V\~IIvary along the span, but generally tile variation is small
enough to have no significant effect. Occasionally, the wing will be designed
to have its upper surface horizontal, and in this case the panels can be

Join the panels
If me root faces are flat and fit together with no major gaps, PVA is the
best: adhesive to use for joining wings cut from white foam, If the cores are
of pink or blue foam, 8POXY,esin will be better as these foams are not so
absorbent, PVA dries by evaporation so it can take a lot longer to form a
bond on pink and bluiOfoam, and even then may not be as strong as .
required, If the root joint is not so good. it really should be reworked until it
is acceptable, However, if you are still left with some gaps, then I would sug
gest joining the panels using epoxy resin (not the quick-setting variety or you
may not have time to align them accurately before it starts to cure) mixed
with matarial to bulk it out a little, and filling any remaining gaps when the
joint is set, Besides the adhesive, you will need some masking tape to hold
the joint tightly closed vvhilesetting, If the joint is not good, it is even more
important then usuel to ensure it is braced adequately.
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.Block up to set dihedral
Most wings will have some dihedral, and to get this accurate it is wise to
support the wings on blocks to keep the tips at the correct height while the
glue is drying, Typically,the dihedral is not expressed as the true value at
me chord line, but as the vertical distance from the bench to the underside
of the tip of each panel when its root is in contact with the bench [Fig.
14.107. A, d1l, Sometimes, it is expressed as the height d2 under one
tip when the other panel is laid fiat on the bench, Note that for the same
wing. d2 is sligrn;ly less than twice d1, but for dihedral angles up to about
10 degrees and wings of moderate size it is so close that it can be consid
ered to be equal to tvcice d1. If you need to develop one from the other and
are concerned to have it exact, a little trigonometry will produce the correct
value, and trigonometry (or a scale drawing] will also be needed if the dihe
dral is specified as an angle, as very occasionally happens. The blocks don't
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Figure 14.111 Check andAdjust Tip Angles
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Figure 14.110 Glue and Tapethe Joint
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implying that so are the chord lines at the tips. If this is the case, twist the
panels at the centre joint until the sighting strips are dead parallel This will
give a small step across the joint at either or both leading and trailing edges
(Fig. 14.111, S) - better a small step at each than one larger one. Place
shims of balsa or ply, the thickness of the steps, at each side of the joint
(Fig. 14.111, C) right on the leading and trailing edges [two shims will be
undemeath) and immediately wrap masking tape round each edge (Fig.
14.111, D) to hold the shims in place and fix the edges in position.
A1tematively, balsa leading and trailing edges may be P.x8tJ in this position
with cyano. This should lock in the adjustment made to the panels at the
centre joint, but may need a little further adjustment or different shims if

To be placed
in identical positions
on each tip

Figure 14.109 PrepareSighting Strips
Make two strips, identical except perhaps for length

Assuming the visual check allo\l\ls construction to continue, prepare two
straight strps of any lightish material that will not bend under its own
weight (e.g. 1/2" square hard balsa), later to be attached to each upper
surface as near the tip as possible; they will need to be blocked up to span
the surface curvature (Fig. 14.109, AI.The strips should be as long as is
practicable with a minimum length of a foot or so, and you may find it help
ful to make one rather longer than the other. Their purpose is to act as
sighting strips when the panels are brought together for joining, to ensure
that the chord lines at both tips are at the same angle. It is therefore most
important that each is at the same angle to the chord line, so the blocks
us~ust be absolutely identical in size and position on each panel. onto
\"Ih, .hey may be fixed with pins or tape in such a way that they remain
firmly in place. The actual angle they make with the chord line is immaterial,
as it is the only relative angle of the tips that is to be judged. Separate the
panels and test-fit the strips. To check that they are aligned correctly, place
the panels tip to tip so that the chord-lines lie together, and the two strips
should be exactly parallel when viewed from a panel root (Fig. 14.109, B).
Adjust if necessary, then remove them. marking them to ensure they will go
back on the right panels .

Glue and tape the joint
If using PVA, start by spreading adhesive on both root faces and rubbing
them together. With epoxy. it is a good idea first to pierce shallow holes
1/4" or so apart all over the mating surfaces with a sharp pointed instru
ment: when these are filled with epoxy they help just a little to strengthen
the joint. Having made the holes, spread the epoxy and at the same time
force it into them before rubbing the joint. Whichever adhesive you use
must allow at least 10 minutes working time before it grabs. as there may
be some adjustments to make at the joint before the panels are left to set.

Remove any surplus adhesive that has been squeezed out, and lay the
panels inverted on the bench (suitably protected with paper or polythene) .
toucllill!d de tile roOL. In mOSL cases they will make contact only at the thick
est point on the upper edge, due to the curvature there. Stretch a length of
masking tape spanwise across the joint at the thickest point so that the
panels are pulled tightly together (Fig. 14.110, A). Raise the joint off the
bench until it closes fully and stretch two more strips across so it is held
shut across the full chord (Fig.14.110, SI. tum it right side up and let it
settle back on the blocks. Now attach the sighting strips at the tips, stand
back and sight over the length of the wing from the end that has the short
er strp. Adjust your sight line until the strips are roughly coincident [Fig.
14.111, Al and it will be obvious if they are at different angles (as shown),

~

@ Test fit and check
alignment

Wrap short lengths of masking tape round the leading and trailing edges
at the centre joint (Fig. 14.108, AI, so that these edges register exactly
together, and replace the panels on the dihedral blocks. The mating faces
should match reasonably precisely across the full chord; any small discrep
ancies here may be ignored. From behind the wing. sight with one eye
along the chord line at the centre joint: the view should be roughly as illus
trated (Fig. 14.108, S), where the upper surface is shown lighter than
the lower, If there is washout, there may appear to be more of the lower
surface at the tips than at the centre, but both wings should appear identi
cal. Now move the sight-line upwards until one lower surface vanishes from
view The other should vanish at exactly the same time (Fig. 14.108, Cl,
and if this is so, there is no major discrepancy between the panels: if a
small amount of one underside remains visible, compensatory action proba
bly can be taken when joining the panels_ If, on the other hand, a significant
amount of one undersurface is visible when the other has disappeared (Fig.
14.108, D), then one or both panels may be badly o.ut of true, and each
must be checked before a decision is taken as to whether to scrap and
remanufacture either.
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Brace at Leading EdgeFigure 14.114

~

ted until the centre-joint of the wing is braced and bandaged. If the aoex
of the wing needs to be cut off to fit the fuselage (Fig. 14.114, 8], it
should be cut back sufficiently so that the ply facing can be fixed in POSI

tion and shaped appropriately. Besides reinforcing the butt joint at the
leading edge, this ply can support a dowel used to hold the wing in place.
and then sometimes it is best to make it deeper so there is ample mate
rial around the dowel hole, if this extra can be accommodated, and build
up behind it (later) (Fig. 14.114, Cl with scrap balsa before drilling the
dowel hole into the wing. Leading edge dowels are also made more serv
iceable by fitting another brace further back, through which the back end
of the dowel can be located, and which will help to prevent the dowei
from ripping the inside of the wing if it should be knocked askew (Fig.
14.114, Dl. For 3/16" and 1/4" dowel, the second brace should be
between about 11/2" and 2" behind the leading edge: any further and
the dowel may break between the braces if subjected to sudden lateral
shock, any less and the brace may be torn loose too easily. This distance
may be reduced for thinner dowel or increased for thicker. In reality. it is
better to glue a tube into the wing and have the dowel a good fit but
loose in it, so that a broken dowel can be replaced without hassle. The
inner end of the tube should be securely stopped so the dowel doesn't
vanish into the wing. and a slightly larger hole will be needed. so bear thiS
in mind when making braces for the leading edge. Having decided on the
shapes of the various braces. cut them to size and sand off any splinters
at the edges. Iill

/~_._.-._---

-----=:::...-0~ When brace is... ~ - front face of fairing it
should be left until fairing can be made and fitted to fuselage

~ . Reduce further by~ Tnm L.E. thickness of
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-." -~ ~- .••••..........
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Build up behind

~. with balsaMake brace deeper ~ ..

for strength _.~,~around dowel hole ~

r-. Second brace supportsI I
-' -' -- .../ rear end of dowel
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differently sized braces are better than one, and why gently tapering
braces with narrow ends are better than untapered ones. In all cases

they should be cut with the grain of the external layers of ply running
spanwise for maximum strength.

When the braces are inserted into one face so as not to come right
through the wing, it can be quite difficult to match the inner edge to the
inside of the other surface of the wing. In most cases othel- than on a
parallel-tapered unswept wing this edge would need to be curved to
match precisely, and even more so if the wing is swept. Hence it is sim
pler to make the inner edge either straight or with a plain taper [as in Cl.
which also makes it easier to rout out the sloe to the correct depth.

Generally the worst part of fitting braces is finishing them off after fit
ting; sanding the edge of a piece of ply flush without damaging softer
balsa or veneer skins is quite difficult. This problem can be avoided by
making the bl'aces a little narrower than the section into which they are
to fit and edging them with soft balsa (Fig. 14.113, Fl that will stand
proud when they are in, and can then be sanded flush more easily.
Alternatively, they can be made shallower than the slot into which they are
to fit, sunk beneath the surface, and the gaps filled with balsa ar-...erwards
to be sanded flush. If the braces are to pass through both skins, both
edges can be capped in this fashion.

Often there will need to be a brace or facing across the leading edge.
which will frequently be cut off flat to butt against a former in the fuse
lage. Where this brace also forms the front of a fairing attached to the
wing to blend it into the fuselage (Fig. 14,114, Al. it is Wise not to fit it
until the fuselage is built and the wing can be seated, so it can be aligned
and shaped conrectly. In other cases, where there is no fairing on the
wing, the brace can be fitted at this stage: wing fairings should not be fit·
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Figure 14.112
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the sighting strips are now not quite parallel.
When satisfied. stretch a strip of masking tape along the leading edge

(and wrapped around it], and another similarly along the trailing edge
(Fig. 14.112, Al while keeping the dihedral. and then carefully turn the
wings over and stretch more strips of tape across the joint on the other
surface (Fig. 14.112, Bl. These will almost certainly lift off the joint as
they are stretched across the "V" formed by the wings, and will need
another strip, or maybe tV\lO,stretched chordwise around the joint and
over them to keep them under tension (Fig. 14.112, Cl. Rub them
down as it is applied, and finish by wrapping the ends round the leading
and trailing edges and over the whole joint on the underside. Stand the
wing on the bench and put the blocks and packing under the panels in the
appropriate positions and check that the dihedral and tip angles remain
cOrl-ect: make sure that the centre remains in contact with the bench,
weighting it if necessary. Weights should be placed as near the centre-line
as possible to avoid bending the panels and having them spring back later
with the wrong amount of dihedral.

With the centre joint made and set, the joint braces can be prepared
and slots cut to house them. Braces can be cut as plain rectangles (Fig.
14.113, Al, to match the section of the wing across the joint (Fig.
14.113, Bl. or tepered (Fig. 14.113, Cl; each of these shapes has dif
ferent advantages and disadvantages. From the point of view of bonding
the panels together. the greater the gluing area the better, but the
tapered shape has a better distribution of strength and lessens the sud
den change in strength at its ends, reducing the chance of the panel
breaking at the end of the braces. Provided that several braces of differ
ent lengths are L.;sed.this is unlikely to occur anyway, but if there is only a
single one, then I would recommend that it is made quite long with a gen
tle taper to narrow ends (Fig. 14.113, Dl. Try to avoid making a brace
with a sharp internal angle at the centre (Fig. 14.113, El, as this puts
its weakest point right where it needs to be strongest (B is only a little
better], and although it may be no narrower there than the width of the
simple rectangle in A, the shape means that much of the stress on it will
be concentrated at the apex of the angle. Stresses are concentrated
wherever there is a discontinuous change in material strength. so there
is an increased chance of breakage occurring there. This is why several
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